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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new Transmitting-
Receiving-Sensing (TRS) mechanism for full-duplex cognitive ra-
dio. Our proposed mechanism permits Secondary Users (SUs) to
establish a bidirectional communication over the same frequency
band while keeping aware of the Primary User (PU) activity
status. The activity period of SU in our proposed mechanism
is composed of two stages: In the first stage SU communicates
in bidirectional way with his peer SU. At the second stage,
one of the SUs becomes silent in order to do not disturb his
peer, which performs a spectrum sensing and remains active at
the same time using self-interference cancellation technique. The
probability of collision related to our mechanism is derived as
well as the probability of waste and the average throughput.
Our simulation results show that the proposed mechanism can
significantly decrease the probability of collision at low SNRp
(Signal to Noise Ratio of PU at SU).

Index Terms—Cognitive Radio, Full-Duplex, Spectrum Sens-
ing, Self-Interference Cancellation, Transmitting-Receiving-
Sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demand on the wireless communication
technologies, the available frequency resources become scarce.
However, a large portion of the licensed spectrum is severely
under utilization. In fact, the Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) states that the utilization of the assigned
spectrum only ranges from 15 to 85% [2].
The Cognitive Radio (CR) has been introduced by Mitola
[13] to alleviate the spectrum scarcity problem as well
as to increase the efficiency of spectrum utilization. In
Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA)-based CR networks,
Secondary Users (SU) are allowed to dynamically access
the licensed spectrum on a non-interference basis, and to
immediately evacuate the spectrum when the Primary User
(PU) reappears in the same channel. Thus, the spectrum
sensing of the PU activity becomes a challenging task to OSA.

Traditional spectrum sensing systems working under
OSA use a Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) scheme to protect PU
from the interference of SU. According to this scheme, SU
must periodically interrupt its transmission and sense the
channel for any PU activity. If the sensing decision outputs
that PU is active, the SU should stop its transmission over
that channel and must switch to another available channel.
Otherwise, the SU proceeds with its transmission until the
next sensing attempt [5]. Because of several factors (such

as shadowing, fading, interference, etc.), the outcome of the
sensing cannot be perfect and may result in a false alarm
Pf or a miss-detection with probabilities Pmd = 1 − Pd

respectively, where Pd is the probability of detection of PU
activity.
In LBT scheme, there exists two major problems: (1) a
reduced transmission time due to sensing periods, in which
SU becomes silent, and (2) the high probability of collision
between SU and PU since PU may return active back during
the transmission time of SU.

Listen-And-Talk (LAT) protocol (namely know as
simultaneous Transmit-Sense (TS) mode) for OSA systems
has been proposed with the help of a Self-Interference
Cancellation (SIC) technique allowing SUs to simultaneously
sense and access the vacant spectrum. The idea of LAT
protocol is that when PU is detected as absent, SU starts
transmitting and sensing at the same time in order to get
aware all the transmission frame.
Indeed, thanks to SIC techniques, In-Band Full Duplex
(IBFD) communication, i.e. simultaneous transmission and
reception over the same channel, becomes possible in
wireless communications leading to approximately double
the spectrum efficiency. Notice that in classic systems,
Full-Duplex is achieved by separating the forward and
reverse links in time (using Time Division Duplex (TDD)) or
frequency (using Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)).
In CR context, even though SIC helps OSA to adopt TS,
which decreases the collision probability with PU and
enhance the SU throughput, such technique cannot lead
SUs to establish IBFD communication (namely known as
simultaneous Transmit-Receive (TR) mode in OSA systems).
The problem refers to the fact that the spectrum sensing
performed by a SU might be deteriorated by the signalling
of his peer. Thus, SUs should adopt TDD to transmit on the
same channel [11], [12].

Several adaptive mechanisms have been proposed in the
literature to switch between TS and TR modes subject to
increase the SU throughput while respecting a maximum
level of collision with PU. Notice that no spectrum sensing
is performed during TR.
In [8], the authors exploit recent advances in SIC to improve
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the performance of an OSA system. The system can operate
in TS mode to decrease the collision probability to PUs, or
in TR mode to enhance the SUs throughput.

In [10], the authors optimize the spectrum-
awareness/efficiency trade-off by allowing the SU link
to adaptively switch between various modes (such as TS
mode, TR mode, sensing only (SO) mode and channel
switch (CS) mode), depending on the predicted PU activity
states. The proposed three-stage (belief stage, traffic stage
and periodic sensing stage) adaptive mode-selection strategy
maximizes a SU utility function subject to a constraint on
the PU collision probability in an optimization problem.
They also propose a protocol switching mechanism among
aforementioned modes in a distributed fashion (SUs can
communicate over a non-dedicated common control channel).

The authors of [1] propose an Asynchronous Full-Duplex
Cognitive Radio (AFDCR) scheme in order to fully operate in
a TR mode. Their scheme consists of two operation modes:
CS mode and Full Duplex TR mode. At the CS stage SU1 and
SU2 cooperate to reduce the miss-detection probability and to
avoid a collision with PU. Upon a successful detection of a
spectrum hole, both SUs start a bidirectional communication
in a TR mode. SUs can operate in a FD mode, based on
a perfect or a partial SIS capability. The detection of PU
activity is implemented through feedback information using
two events: (1) negative acknowledge (NACK) (i.e. when
the primary signal reappears, it will collide with both SUs
transmissions and this will end in SU packet and frame error)
declared by SUs’ receivers and (2) Undecode event (i.e. If
one SU cannot decode the received packets without error). If
Undecode or NACK events occur, SU must immediately stop
their transmission and switch to CS mode again.

As mainly based on the interference sensing, i.e. the
capability of SUs to decode their messages, the proposed
TR mode in the aforementioned works suffer from the
poor sensing performance when PU arrives at low SNRp.
In fact, at low SNRp, SUs remain capable to decode their
messages, therefore a collision may happen with the primary
transmission.
In this paper, the problem of low SNRp is overcome by
adopting spectrum sensing instead of the interference sensing
used in the existing TR modes. One of the two communicating
SUs should remain silent during the spectrum sensing period
in order to do not disturb its peer. Hence, the sensing
operation is performed in an alternative manner between the
two communicating SUs. When SU1 performs the spectrum
sensing, he continues transmitting and cancelling his self-
interference, meanwhile SU2 remains silent. This mechanism
is repeated when SU2 is in charge of spectrum sensing, so
SU1 should be silent. However, this silent period of SU
does not decrease much the throughput of the secondary
transmission as the sensing time is relatively small comparing
to the transmission time. On the other hand, this mechanism
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Fig. 1. PU activity is modelled by a Markov model with two states qt = 0
(PU is absent) and qt = 1 (PU is active) and four transition probabilities.

ensures a certain level of protection to PU against the SU
interference since the spectrum sensing is more efficient in
discovering the PU activity than the interference sensing as
shown in the next sections.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In our project, we are interested in the interweave cognitive
radio network, which is the most popular one in the literature.
The SU can transmit its message only after sensing an idle
[15]. In our model, we consider a PU and two SUs which are
seeking to establish a communication between each other and
opportunistically access the licensed PUs’ channel. For a seek
of simplicity, we focus on a single channel, switching policy
to another channel are not considered in this manuscript. As
depicted in figure 1, the traffic of the primary network can be
modeled as a two state discrete Markov process [7] with an
initial probability distribution π = {π0, π1} and a state space
X = {0, 1}, where 0 means an idle PU and 1 represents the
busy state. The hypotheses of absence and presence of the PU
are denoted by H0 , {qt = 0} and H1 , {qt = 1} where
qt is the state of the PU channel at time slot t, A = (aij) is
given by the transition probability matrix:

aij = P (qt+1 = j|qt = i) > 0 (1)

In this work, both PU and SU are assumed to follow a
synchronous time-slotted communication protocol with a slot
length T . We assume that the PU activity (idle or active) slot
is much greater than the activity (transmit and sensing) slot of
SU. Therefore, we consider the PU activity stays unchanged
during one single SU activity slot. Each slot is considered
as one frame for SU, in which SU transmits and receives
for a while then senses the channel for a Ts period while
transmitting his data, meanwhile the other SU should remain
silence during a Ts period.

III. PROPOSED TRANSMITTING RECEIVING SENSING
MECHANISM

As shown in figure 2, our mechanism consists of four
functioning modes: transmit receive (TR), transmit sensing
(TS), cooperative sensing (CS) and Receive Only (RO). The
two SUs exchange data over detected white space in PU
channel (idle zone); SUs should begin transmit and receive
in a full-duplex manner over a period Tr of TR mode (gray
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Fig. 2. Proposed Mechanism

rectangle). At the end of Tr, one of two SUs should sense
the channel and transmit simultaneously (TS mode the black
rectangle), while the other SU stops its transmission and
switches to RO until the end of the TS phase. When the
PU reappears (red rectangles), SUs stop their transmission
and switch to CS mode (blue rectangle), where SUs sense
the channel in alternated and cooperative way, i.e., if any SU
detects the PU, he informs the other SU.
In order to detecting the PU activity state, SUs use channel
sensing based on the energy detection method, the probabilities
of false alarm and detection are as follow, respectively [16]:

Pf (ε, Ts) = Q
(( ε

σ2
u

− 1
)√

N

)
(2)

Pd(ε, Ts) = Q

(( ε

σ2
u

− γ − 1
)√ N

2γ + 1

)
(3)

where ε is the detection threshold, σ2
u is the noise variance,

γ is primary’s SNRp at the secondary receiver, N = Ts × fs
is the number of samples where fs is the sampling frequency,
and Q(.) is the complementary distribution function of the
standard Gaussian.

As depicted in figure 2, SUs make a decision at the end
of each frame. A collision may occur in two situations: 1)
After a correct detection of PU presence, a collision can
occur if the PU reapers at the beginning of next frame. 2)
Another scenario, SUs miss-detect the PU presence, a collision
happens if the PU keeps active at the next frame. Therefore,
the probability of collision, Pcol, can be evaluated as follows:

Pcol = P (H0)(1− Pf )a01 + P (H1)(1− Pd)a11 (4)

where H0 is the event that the PU is not active at the start of
the frame, and its complement is H1. P (H0) and P (H1) are
calculated as a stationary distribution of the transition state
matrix of PU in a Markov model.

A wasted slot can be observed if the SU stops his transmis-
sion while the PU is idle. Two events lead to wasted slot, the
first one: a false alarm happens, and PU keeps silent in the
next frame, the other one: a SU detects the presence of PU
correctly but PU goes inactive in the next frame. Therefore,
the probability of wasted slot is

Pwast = P (H0)Pfa00 + P (H1)Pda10 (5)

In N slots, SU transmits within Nt useful slots i.e. without
any collision with PU where

Nt = N

(
P (H0)− Pwast

)
(6)

the first term in equation (6) is the number of idle slots where
PU is absent, the second term is the number of wasted slots.

Assuming R is the number of overall slots in which the two
communicating SUs transmits over Nt×T seconds. For each
transmitted slot, one SU transmits for the whole duration of
slot, while the second SU stops its transmission for Ts seconds
(which is the sensing duration within a single slot), in order to
not disturb the sensing of his counterpart SU. The throughput
of our system is directly related to the number of slots R
which can be presented as follows:

R = Nt ×
T − Ts
T

+Nt

= Nt

(
2− Ts

T

)
= N

(
P (H0)− Pwast

)(
2− Ts

T

)
(7)

As it can be shown from equation (7), R approaches 2Nt as
Ts approaches 0. This means that the spectrum efficiency be-
comes the double. However, this efficiency cannot be achieved
due to the need of the secondary system to make the spectrum
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Fig. 3. Evalution of collision probability vs SNRp for AFDCR and our
proposed mechanism.

sensing in order to be aware of the primary activity.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are provided to evaluate
the performance of the proposed mechanism. We assume
that the activity of PU is 90% idle and 10% active, i.e.
P (H0) = 0.9 and P (H1) = 0.1. SUs signal to noise ratio =
10 dB, Ts = 1ms and the sampling frequency is fs = 1MHz
until a further notice.

Figure 3 depicts the probability of collision against SNRp.
We notice that in low SNRp the collision probability of
AFDCR (red curve) is very high, while this probability under
our mechanism keeps a collision rate of 0.1 starting SNRp
= −6 dB. This means that AFDCR is not applicable at
low SNRp as this mechanism do not ensure the protection
of PU against the secondary interference. However, due
to the unavoidable collision when PU returns back, SU
always collides with PU at the first active slot of PU. This
explains why Pcol becomes stable at high SNRp and do not
become null for both evaluated mechanisms. We can also
note that at the high SNRp value, these two curves converge
toward approximately the same minimum of Pcol, so the two
mechanism have the same collision probability at high SNRp.

In figure 4, we show the collision probability while changing
the value of sensing duration Ts. SNRp is fixed to 0 dB. As
this figures shows, the probability of collision related to our
mechanism decreases with Ts from 0.6 at Ts = 0.1 × 10−5

sec to 0.1 for Ts ≥ 3 × 10−5 sec. In turn, the probability
of collision of AFDCR decreases from 0.72 to 0.37 for the
aforementioned values of Ts. This means that our mechanism
is much more efficient than the one of AFDCR for the different
values of Ts and a moderate PU SNR (SNRp=0 dB) from the
sensing point of view.
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Fig. 4. collision probability vs Ts

figure 5 and figure 6 show the throughput against SNRp.
For the two figures we consider a total number of slots
N = 105 slots. Figure 5 presents the slot numbers in which
SUs transmit their data with and without collision. As shown,
in AFDCR SUs keep transmitting continuously as they cannot
detect the PU at low SNR. However, the throughput of our
proposed mechanism is lower to that of AFDCR as SUs
in our mechanism are able to detect PU when he is active
so they should stop transmission. This fact is explained 6.
Knowing that PU is active during 10% of the overall slots
sine P (H1) = 0.1, the number of colliding slots related to
AFDCR is approximately 104 at SNRp leq − 11 dB. That
means AFDCR collides with the 10% of the overall number of
slots N = 105 AFDCR at low SNRp. In turn our mechanism
reduces this number of colliding slots to 4000 at SNRp of −15
dB and becomes 1000 for SNRp ≥ −6 dB˙

Figure 7 depicts the throughput (i.e. the number of slots
where SU transmits its data) vs sensing duration Ts, under
N = 100000 slots. For this comparison, SNRp is fixed to 3
dB. As we can see AFDCR throughput is slightly better than
our mechanism. At very low sensing time (Ts = 0.1 × 10−5

AFDCR presents approximately 9.4× 14 transmit slots where
our proposed mechanism is about 8.7 × 104. This number
of transmit slots becomes constant for the two mechanisms
starting Ts = 1.5× 10−5 sec and achieve 9× 104 and 8.1×
104 for AFDCR and our mechanism respectively. However,
the superiority of AFCDR in throughput comes at the cost of
collision with the primary transmission.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present a new Transmit-Sense-Receive
mechanism for a full duplex cognitive radio. In our proposed
mechanism, two SUs could simultaneously transmit and re-
ceive at the same channel. At the end of each frame, one
of SUs senses the channel while transmitting using Self-
Interference Suppression technique, whereas the another SU
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Fig. 6. throughput vs SNRp: only collided slots are shown for both AFDCR
and our proposed mechanism.

stops his transmission in order to do not corrupt the decision
of the sensing operation. Numerical results show that at low
SNR of the PU at the secondary receivers our approach still
has an efficient detection of PU activity, then low collision
probability compared to existing approaches.
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